
Rosaline Cuff
Project B6019
Designer: Suki Song

This feminine and elegant cuff is perfect for a fancy dinner party, or a special event. Beautiful wire-wrapped Miyuki long drop

beads and cream 15/0 Toho beads

What You'll Need

Toho Round Seed Beads 15/0 123 'Opaque Lustered Light Beige' 8g

SKU: JSO-0050

Project uses 1 tube

Solid Brass Flat Cuff Bracelet Base 50.8mm (2 Inches) Wide (1 Piece)

SKU: JB-2574

Project uses 1 piece

Miyuki Long Drop Glass Beads 5.5x3mm - Galvanized Gold (25 Grams)

SKU: DBL-015

Project uses 1 tube

Miyuki Long Drop Glass Beads 5.5x3mm - Galvanized Matte Gold (25 Grams)

SKU: DBL-016

Project uses 1 tube

Artistic Wire, Colored Copper Wire 26 Gauge, 15 Yards, Non-tarnish Brass

SKU: WCR-2633

Project uses 2 pieces

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-5600] Xuron Sharp Flush Cutter Pliers - Wire/Soft Flex, [XTL-5511] Beadsmith Jeweller's

Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose

Instructions

1. Note that you will need to cut a new length of wire (however long you are comfortable with using) each time you run out of wire.

2. The technique I am using to make this bracelet can be seen in the video: How to Wire Wrap Beads onto a Bangle. Before you begin, please watch this
video. Also, refer to the photo often for placement assistance. 

3. To make this bracelet, I strung on beads in 3 different pattern combinations. I will refer to these steps as A, B and C. 

4. A) String on approximately 26-28 Cream 15/0 Toho beads. 

5. B) String one galvanized gold bead, one toho bead, one matte gold bead, one toho bead, one galvanized gold bead, one toho bead, one matte bead,
one toho bead, one galvanized gold bead, one toho bead, one matte bead, one toho bead, one galvanized gold bead, one toho bead, one matte bead, one
toho bead, one galvanized bead, one toho bead, one matte bead, one toho bead, one galvanized gold bead, one toho bead, and finally, one matte bead. 

6. C) String on three toho beads, one galvanized gold bead, three toho beads, one matte bead, three toho beads, one galvanized gold bead, three toho
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beads, one matte bead, three toho beads, one galvanized gold bead, three toho beads, one matte gold bead, and finally, three toho beads. 

7. Let's begin! Please refer to the photo for exact placement. 

8. Wire wrap three wraps without beads. 

9. Then, wire-wrap the (A) bead combo. Next, make a wrap without beads. Repeat these two steps 8 more times.

10. Now, wire-wrap one (B) combo, one wrap without beads, one (A) combo, one without beads, and one (C) combo. Repeat this step 19 times.

11. Now, wire wrap one (B) combo.

12. Then, wire-wrap the (A) bead combo. Next, make a wrap without beads. Repeat this step 8 more times.

13. Wire wrap three wraps without beads.

14. You're all set!
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